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Abstract: Artificial intelligence and automation have brought efficiency to ports with an ability to allow less human error. With proper research and data being drawn, we can see the key differences between successful ports and others that have certain areas to 
improve. As a group, we will be putting a huge emphasis on port technology because, as the years go on, technology tends to improve exponentially along with port evolution. As we identify the differences in these technologies, we will look at the data and give 
an analysis based on year-to-year progression at these particular ports. Some several ways that A.I. is being used is for production planning, warehouse storage and inventory optimization.The following report observes the types of automation used in different 
ports around the world and everyday warehousing and storage. Based on these observations we will discuss potential benefits on how ports could gain from the adoption of automation and artificial intelligence and measure these against the issues of 
implementing A.I and the automation of ports. Research for this report will be utilizing data extracted from scholarly articles and supply chain industry publications.

The digitalPORT@SGTM System

- Shares data easier between port ships and relevant services like refueling teams providing data that is needed so the ship is ready to go by the departure

time

- Serves  as a clearance portal for ships calling the Port as this is only phase 1

- IN Phase 2 include a stop shop for platform with booking and maritime for just in time services which will help with Optimal passage planning

- Simplifies the docking processes and submitting 16 forms to various platforms putting it all in a single place and saving over 100,000 man hours yearly

· Does automation reduce cost or is it highly expensive?

o Research from usenix.org suggests that introducing automation may have hidden costs that aren’t usually factored in

o Maintenance and deploying automation may have structured inputs that need up-front investments for design, coordination, implementation and testing.

o Manual processes will allow a cost effective approach, however the cons outweigh the pros due to human error

o Many of these installations need to be considered because software has limited lifetime; technology also loses value exponentially over the years

o The detection of errors and removal processes also have complex problems to solve. Data suggests that errors in automation, 19% of installation failures, can be found in software distribution centers

o According to a model-driven analysis, 15-30% of automated software installations could have been cheaper if they were done manually.

§ 15-30%, however, isn’t a majority number so selecting proper automated software at the right price is key.

o IT operation costs are dominating IT spending

Importance
● Optimizes inventory and production planning
● Improves port congestion and efficiency
● Leads to a future reduction in operating expenses
● Risk mitigation in workplace injuries
● Artificial intelligence is utilized for faster, accurate decision

making

Issues
Cost:

● It can be difficult to find investors due to the high cost of
implementation

● Questions on if the decrease in future costs outweigh cons
of investment

Cybersecurity:
● Susceptible to cyber attacks which can cause internal and

external collapse of port
Personnel:

● It can be difficult to find workers that have the correct
skillset to upkeep the port

● Fear of loss in job economy
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